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A genre analysis of Michael Moore’s Fahrenheit 9/11

The research analyses Michael Moore’s documentary, Fahrenheit 9/11 from a critical linguistic perspective. It provides a detailed analysis of its generic structure also relying on the concept of text type. Furthermore, by employing methodologies proposed in the critical discourse analysis and social semiotics frameworks, it explores how ideological linguistic structures have been used in order to achieve the persuasive purpose of the documentary.




A recent publication in the field of Media Studies (Nichols, 2001) provided a taxonomy of the characteristic features of documentaries by dividing them into different types according to their purposes and the techniques employed in their production. However, no attention was paid to the linguistic component. In the field of Critical Discourse Analysis (henceforth CDA), on the other hand, Fairclough (1995) analysed the language used in a documentary but without providing at the same time a generic description of it. Finally, within the framework of Social Semiotics, Iedema (2001) carried out a visual analysis of a documentary providing insights to the way the visual component can suggest one reading of the issues discussed rather than others, but again without sketching a generic division of the documentary or providing a detailed linguistic analysis.








2.1. Critical discourse analysis and social semiotics

Although the critical approach to linguistic analysis has been employed for nearly three decades, analysis of documentaries is scarce. This is partly due to the occurrence in documentaries of two different semiotic signs, words (either written or spoken) and images, the latter not being of direct interest to linguists. In his Media Discourse (1995), Fairclough analyses some parts of a documentary broadcast on British television, A New Green Revolution?, as a practical example of critical analytic methodologies applied to media texts. Although he looks at some important ‘ideologically loaded’ linguistic features, i.e. nominalisation, pronouns, the ‘nature’ of sentences (events, actions, mental and verbal processes), metaphors, and explains the function they generally serve, he does not attempt to look at the different genres and text types which compose the documentary or try to find out whether the linguistic features might serve different functions in those different contexts. Analysing the different genres individually, for example, is useful because, as van Dijk (1998: 265) notices, “some genres more typically function as persuasive expressions of opinion than others” and this could result in two different, but equally important consequences: on the one hand, it might be that a linguistic feature which is used ideologically in one genre does not have the same function in another; on the other hand, knowing that a given genre is not generally perceived as containing personal opinions could give text producers the opportunity to employ that genre to subtly put forward their ideology (van Dijk: 1998: 265). The same is true in respect to the ideological use of text types like the narrative or the report, which are perceived as less biased than, say, the argumentative text type.




Media Studies scholars have isolated documentaries (or non-fictional films) as a genre in their own right. Nichols (2001) differentiates documentaries from other fictional films on two levels: firstly, he identifies the purpose of documentaries, which is to “actively make a case or argument [and] win consent or influence opinion” (p. 4); secondly, he sketches a taxonomy of the norms and conventions that allow the analyst to distinguish documentaries from fictional films. He recognises, among others, the presence of a “Voice-of-God commentary [i.e. when the narrator is not actually seen by the audience], interviews […] and a reliance on social actors, or people in their everyday role and activities, as the central characters of the film” (p. 26)​[1]​. Nichols (2001) also points out that the problem solving organisation is the commonest in documentaries (pp. 26-27) and that, due to their predominant argumentative nature, documentaries “rely heavily on the spoken word [because] arguments call for a logic that words are better able to convey than are images” (pp. 30-31).
Other scholars frame documentaries in the socio-cultural context in which they are both produced and received. Plantiga (2000: 141) and Ponech (1997: 205), and in part also Nichols (2001: 40), discuss how it is the communicative purpose on the part of the documentary producer and the expectations of the audience, who consider documentaries as a source of information about the world, which give documentaries the status they have. The view of a socio-functional nature of documentaries is very useful for the purpose of the present study, as it implies an interpersonal relation between producer and receiver, but it is, however, also a problematic one. This view allows to widen the analysis not only to the generic structure of documentaries, but also to their persuasive and informative purposes, which have been hinted upon by Media Studies scholars, but whose mechanisms have not been considered either on the linguistic or visual level​[2]​. At the same time the interpersonal relation is also a problematic one arising from the expectations of the different sides involved, persuasion (producer) vs. information (receiver): the different ways in which the two sides approach the text (here including both images and words) might create a misinterpretation of the semiotic signs involved. However, it must be noted that, particularly when approaching a politically committed documentary, it would be inaccurate to give the audience the exclusive role of information-seeker as it probably expects to be convinced by the author’s argument as well as to be informed. This is partly why, as will be expanded on in the next section, it is necessary to distinguish between genres and text types and to take into consideration the pragmatic meaning of the sentences in the text. It seems obvious that an audience, consciously or unconsciously, expect certain text types, e.g. argumentation more than description or report, to contain personal evaluations by the speaker: accordingly, the audience, in the moment it recognises the pragmatic purpose of a sentence as potentially containing evaluation and opinions, will pay more attention to biases. It follows that it is in those sentences which serve the ‘neutral’ pragmatic purpose to inform the audience, i.e. narration, report and description, that skilful text producers will hide persuasive elements which reflect their ideology. Hence the need for the critical analyst to identify the different text types in a text, and the pragmatic meaning linked to them, and to carefully analyse them in order to find potential persuasive elements. To give an example from the text analysed in this study, in the informative sentence 19, Part II, Commentary, Moore says, ‘It turns out that the White House approved planes to pick up the bin Ladens and numerous other Saudis’. The choice of the White House as the agent of the actional process in this informative sentence is not meaningless or accidental: as one of Moore’s declared intentions in making his documentary (Moore, 2004: xv), and thus one of the persuasive purposes, was to convince people to go to vote, and not for the Republican Party (read: Bush), the reasoning behind the choice of this agent instead of the real one (i.e. Richard Clarke) was to let the uninformed audience make the natural association White House/President/George W. Bush rather than the improbable, if unaware of the facts, White House/Chief of Counter-terrorism/Richard Clarke. It is obvious that an audience seeking information, i.e. one of the things they expect from a documentary, will not search for biases in an informative sentence and will fill the information gaps with their knowledge and assumptions, thus creating the misinterpretation of the semiotic sign. What is of interest to the present study, and missing in the Media Studies approach, is an analysis of the linguistic means by which the misinterpretation originates because, as will be argued later, if certain linguistic choices and text types are systematically employed with a specific function, they may also be considered as a generic feature, if not of documentaries in general, at least of the ‘politically committed’ documentary (here speculating on the possible generalisation of the results of this case study). 
In conclusion, although correctly pointing out the major role performed by language in achieving the persuasive and informative purposes of the documentary Media Studies scholars do not go deeply into linguistic analysis. This is a serious shortcoming in the attempt to categorise documentaries, and indeed any other audio-visual text, as a genre, for two main reasons. Firstly, language is one of the most important semiotic signs used by humans and the linguistic component of any contemporary audio-visual product (e.g. advertisements, fictional and non-fictional films) as well as more classical audio-visual products (e.g. opera, theatre, concerts) ought to be carefully analysed and accounted for. Secondly, documentaries, as any other social product, are conceived and realised by particular people with their own knowledge and opinions, and this has a quite obvious consequence: all social products ought to be looked at and analysed from two different perspectives at the same time. From one angle, it is possible for the analyst to identify the generic features (whether linguistic or visual) which, through repeated use within a discursive community (writers, directors, advertisers, etc.), have gained general acceptance as valid and meaningful and reached the status of norms and conventions (in the case of documentaries, the above mentioned Voice-of-God commentary is an example). From another angle, the analyst must also consider the subjective component resulting from the personal engagement of an individual with his/her work or, mainly for TV documentaries, the agenda of the documentary commissioner. The linguistic and visual components which form the final product analysts (and ordinary addressees) have in front of their eyes are the result of the linguistic choices an author made (as the choice of the White House in the previous example) and, in relation to the images, of editing techniques which may delete irrelevant, or counterproductive, contextual information. As will be explained in the following section, these choices form part of the style of text producers and often represent the (un)conscious trace of their ideology, hence the necessity to employ critical discourse analytical methodologies. Finally, it is also interesting to try to discover how the text types which serve the expected functions of a documentary, i.e. narration, report and description for the information expected by the audience and argumentation and exposition for the persuasive purpose of the producer, are employed in relation to both the different genres and the stylistic choices.

3. A neutral conception of ‘ideology’ 

At this point of the discussion two questions could be raised: 1) in relation to the stylistic choices, how are we to coherently and systematically (i.e. scientifically) identify and analyse them without reducing the analysis to mere partial interpretation (Widdowson, 1995a: 159)? And 2) how are we to decide that they belong to the generic features of a text rather than to the personal style of an author?
In order to reply to the first question, it is necessary to assume that every discourse and its physical trace (i.e. the text) is an ideologically motivated social event. However, it is also necessary to specify what it means for a discourse to be ideologically motivated. Kress (1985: 29) maintains that between a conception of ideology as a “worldview” and another as “false consciousness” or “ideas of the dominant, ruling class”, only the latter are functional to a critical approach to the analysis of language because “any theory of language that is serious about the social function and effect of language cannot make do with asocial categories such as ‘worldview’”. However, in a critique of the aims and methodology of the CDA approach, Widdowson (1995a: 159) contests this assertion pointing out that 

“it is possible to accept the need to extend the scope of discourse description by taking social factors into account without commitment to the kind of socio-political interpretation that is implied by a critical approach. Political commitment is not the same thing as social theory, although the two are easy to confuse”.

I believe this remark is appropriate and powerful when applied to the type of critical approach employed by Kress, Fairclough and others, an approach that relies on what Thompson (1990: 53-54) would define as a ‘critical conception of ideology’, linked to the idea of power relations and with a perspective which is not only political, but partisan. However, although the assumption of a critical conception of ideology can be criticised, the goal of Critical Discourse Analysis as an approach to texts cannot: the fact the all discourses entail an ideology ought to be both acknowledged and accounted for if we are to provide people with a comprehensive set of tools which would enable them to confront a text with the confidence of not being passive recipients or even subjugated by it. 
For this purpose, and in opposition to Kress’ remark, it is both advantageous and indispensable to employ what Thompson calls the ‘neutral conception of ideology’, defined by van Dijk (1998: 48) as “the set of factual and evaluative beliefs – that is, the knowledge and opinions – of a group”. It is undeniable that individuals rely, consciously or unconsciously, on their factual and evaluative beliefs in the production of a text, and it is obvious that they have to express them using the practices, norms and conventions of the discursive community in which they operate. The discursive practices, norms and conventions are generally and widely accepted by the discursive community as the generic features of the text, whereas factual and evaluative beliefs are conveyed through the stylistic, personal, choices of the text producer. In order to provide a comprehensive description of a text, it is therefore indispensable to take into account not only its generic features, but also to uncover, by means of stylistic analysis, the ideology that has been embedded within those features. The problems at this point are to a) identify the stylistic choices and b) analyse them in relation to the ideology they represent. Regarding the first problem the answer can be found among stylisticians who argue that the focus of stylistic analysis ought to be the forms and structures which appear to be at odds with the expected style of a text. Verdonk (2002: 6) identifies as “potential style markers [the] repetition of some linguistic element, and deviations from the rules of a language in general or from the style you expect in a particular text type [here synonym of genre​[3]​] or context”. Regarding the second problem, that is, where the objective analysis ends and the subjective interpretation begins, as we shall see in detail in section 5.3., for many of the linguistic structures analysed by CDA scholars the rationale behind their hypothetically ideological use is well-grounded in syntactic and semantic theories. If we link these theories to a neutral conception of ideology, it will be possible to systematically recognise those linguistic structures and forms which express either an evaluation or the presupposition of shared knowledge with the addressee on the part of the author (evaluative and factual beliefs in van Dijk’s terms). 
In respect to the second question, namely, how are we to include the stylistic choices among the generic features rather than among the personal choices of a specific author, it is useful to recall another issue raised by Widdowson. He notices that “what seems to inform […] the critical linguistic approach […] is an assumption that there is no essential difference between semantic and pragmatic meaning” (Widdowson, 1995b: 515). In every text, and for every sentence, the most important resource to explicate its pragmatic meaning is to be found in what has been defined as text type, which informs us of a text’s, or sentence’s, function, the reason why it has been expressed, its illocutionary force. Cook (1989) includes among the ‘recognition features’ required to identify a genre the function of a text. As already reported, Nichols (2001: 4) identifies as the main function of a documentary the purpose to persuade the audience that the representation of the world proposed is the correct one. Moreover, Plantiga (2000: 141) and Nichols (2001: 40) also identify the informative purpose of documentaries as the result of the expectations that the audience has of it. A valid and systematic way to include stylistic choices among the generic features, rather than among the personal choices of an author, would therefore be to consider whether the linguistic structures and forms selected are functional to the communicative purpose of the text types used in the text, i.e. to their pragmatic meaning.
To summarise the theoretical basis regarding stylistic choices and the ideologies which are expressed through them: 1) stylistic choices will be initially identified according to principles established by stylisticians (e.g. Verdonk, 2002); 2) a neutral conception of ideology will be drawn upon in the analysis of the stylistic choices, which aims to recognise how the author’s factual and evaluative beliefs are presented in the text; the analysis will be based on the potentially ideological linguistic structures identified in the field of critical linguistics (e.g. Fowler et al., 1979); 3) the rationale behind the inclusion of stylistic choices among the generic features rather than the author’s personal choices will draw on the concept of text type and the pragmatic meaning linked to it.





The text chosen for analysis is a documentary released in 2004 written, directed and produced by the American journalist Michael Moore: Fahrenheit 9/11. This type of documentary belongs to a genre that some have simply defined as propaganda (Rhoads, 2004), but that we are going to rename, perhaps only a euphemism, as the genre of politically committed documentary​[4]​. Although every documentary can arguably be linked to a specific political ideology, what differentiates the politically committed documentary from the rest of non-fictional films is its overtly politicised purpose together with, as in this case, the known political stand of the text producer. Fahrenheit 9/11 represents a critique of the Bush administration and of its foreign and home policies, in particular the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, but also of the ‘war on terror’ policy and the restriction of individual freedom and privacy more broadly. Furthermore, it deals with other general issues such as class differences; war as one of the means through which class differences are preserved and mass media misinformation. 
As pointed out by some critics (Kopel, 2004; Rhoads, 2004) and as will be shown by the analysis, Fahrenheit 9/11 offers a generally one-sided picture of the issues discussed and fits in what van Dijk (1998: 267) has called the ‘ideological square’: “1) express/emphasize information that is positive about Us; 2) express/emphasize information that is negative about Them; 3) suppress/de-emphasize information that is positive about Them; 4) suppress/de-emphasize information that is negative about Us”. As will be argued in the conclusion, it is the ideological nature of Fahrenheit 9/11, and of the potential genre of the politically committed documentary, which is of interest to the critical linguist. In order to include this left-wing product into the range of discourses critical linguists ought to deal with, it is necessary, as already pointed out, to embrace a neutral concept of ideology, which not only refers to “practices […] which sustain relations of domination, usually in a covert way” (Fairclough, 1996: 52), but which highlights the fact that every ideology can be involved in this process of ‘consensus winning’, at least as far as information and the media are concerned.













The principal research question was:

	What is the generic structure of Fahrenheit 9/11, what is the author’s purpose and how is it achieved? 

In order to answer these questions the research worked on three levels which were simultaneously analysed separately and compared and answered the following questions:

1.	Which genres are used in the documentary? What function do they serve? Is there a predominant genre? How are they distributed across the different parts of the documentary? 
2.	Which text types are used in the documentary? What function do they serve? Is there a predominant text type? How are they distributed across the different genres and parts of the documentary?




5.1. Research question #1: Genres

An initial qualitative analysis of the text revealed that seven genres form the backbone of Fahrenheit 9/11. They are: ‘voice-of-God’ commentary, archival footage, interview, song, spontaneous conversation, dedication and credits. They have been recognised according to the ‘recognition features’ proposed by Cook (1989). Moreover, a quantitative analysis of the text types in each genre (Tables 1 and 2) enabled the identification of their role in the documentary (see section 5.2. for a detailed description of each text type). All the percentages quoted below are in Table 2 and refer to the number of sentences in each genre. 

	‘Voice-of-God’ commentary (Commentary): The participants are Michael Moore and the audience. Its main function is to inform the audience using the report text type (38.59%) more than the narration text type (18.12%). The aim being to give the commentary genre the unbiased facade generally linked to the journalistic report rather than the more subjective view of events which is linked to the narration text type​[7]​. There is also a large portion of argumentation (35.90%) which confirms the observations of Media Study scholars (Nichols, 2001: 4) about one of the main purposes of documentaries being the will to persuade the audience that the author’s recount of the events is the correct one (there are no argumentative sentences against the author’s point in the commentary genre). Moreover there are some descriptive elements (6.37%) which are distributed across the whole documentary and function to complement the informative purpose of the commentary, usually describing what is shown by the images (e.g. sentences 50-51, Part V(i)). Finally there are few expository elements (1.00%): they serve to complement the persuasive purpose of the commentary and are concentrated in 3 sentences in Part IV (sentences 22-24). The commentary genre is conveyed through spoken words and without any visual contact between addresser/addressee, although it is complemented by images on the screen which are explained by or help to explain Moore’s words. 

	Archival footage: This is actually a macro-genre, as it is formed by different genres, such as interviews, political speeches, television extracts, pictures, parts of other documentaries, and so on. However, it will be considered as a single genre as all the addressers have been chosen by Moore and, together with the audience as the addressee, form the participants of this genre. This genre provides the ‘evidence’ for the author’s point of view or against the point of view of the opposing side (Nichols, 2001: 107): tables 1 and 2 clearly show that there is no space for the narrative element in the archival footage, even though, as for the commentary and the documentary as a whole, the main functions are to inform and to persuade. The extremely high percentage of report sentences (72.31%) shows that every piece of information, whether for or against the author’s argument, is not subject to interpretation: the information reported is unquestionably true, it is almost always supporting the author’s point (354/397 equal to 89.16% of the sentences) and even when it supports the opposing side’s point of view it is contextualised in such a way as to appear at odds with what was previously asserted (43/397 equal to 10.83% of all the report text type sentences in the archival footage genre; the sentences are 22, Part I; sentences 9-10, Part II; sentences 4 and 13 Part IV; sentence 73, 80 Part V(i); sentences 11-12, 45-55, 60-61, 72-74, 88, 94, 101-102, 275-287, 300-304 Part V(ii)). The other text type in this genre is the argumentative text type (27.68%). As in the commentary genre, the presence of argumentation confirms the persuasive purpose of the documentary: here, however, the difference between the sentences supporting the author’s point of view (91/152 equal to 59.86%) and those which do not (61/152 equal to 40.13%) is not as great as for the report text type sentences. Again those sentences supporting the other side’s point are usually contextualised in a way which make them less believable (the sentences are 17, 53, 55, 63-64, Part I; sentences 6-8, Part IV; sentences 13-14, 16, 18, 20-21, 24-26, 31, 58-60, 63, 74-75, Part V(i); sentences 11, 18, 21, 42, 63-69, 83, 85, 87, 89-93, 95-100, 112, 113, 115, 120-121, 288, 310, 340-345, Part V(ii)). Moreover, it is interesting to note that the majority of the information and argumentation against Moore’s point (73/104 sentences equal to 70.19%) is given in the second half of the documentary (roughly composed by the end of part V(i) and all of Part V(ii)): once the audience has been convinced, without much contradictory evidence, that the author’s point is the correct one, it is easier to use the opposing side’s argumentation against them. The archival footage genre is mainly conveyed through the spoken word, although images play a very important role and there is usually visual contact between addresser and addressee.

	Interview: The participants are Michael Moore as the interviewer and one or more interviewees, although the audience is clearly the final addressee. The distribution of the different text types in this genre is similar to that in the commentary genre: the large percentage of report sentences (64.47%) clearly prevails over the narrative sentences (7.14%). There are 6 narrative sequences in the whole interview genre: of these four are spoken by ordinary citizens (Ms Russell, sentences 46-48, Part V(i); Mr. Reingold, sentences 51-57, Part V(i); Ms Hambleton, sentences 81-84, Part V(i) and Lila Lipscomb, sentences 199-211, Part V(ii)); the other two by professional journalists (Craig Unger, sentences 2-7, Part II and Jim Moore, sentences 1-6, Part III). Therefore the subjectivity is limited not only by the scarce occurrence of narratives but also by the fact that mostly ordinary people use this text type: the information they give is based on personal experiences and would have been perceived by the audience as subjective anyway. Finally, of all the report sequences in the interview genre, only one (sentences 59-65, Part V(i)) gives information against the author’s point and it is promptly mocked by Moore who subtitles sentences 61-64 writing “Not really true. But, here’s his private office line… [number follows]”. The argumentative text type again represents the second highest percentage (27.02%) in the genre, confirming the double purpose of information/persuasion of the documentary. The percentage of sentences with argumentation against the author’s point is 2.85% (4/140, sentences 97-99, 255, Part V(ii)), thus supporting a one-sided view of the issues discussed. Finally, the percentages of descriptive and expository text type sentences are so low (0.77%, sentences 32-35, Part IV; and 0.57%, sentences 252-254, Part V(ii) respectively) that they cannot be safely included among the purposes of this genre. Interviews are conveyed through the spoken word and are sometimes complemented by images on the screen which are explained by or explain what the participants say and there is usually visual contact between the participants (even though the interviewer rarely appears) and the audience. It is interesting that Moore appears on the screen in only three interviews in the whole documentary​[8]​: in one of these Lila Lipscomb, whose son died in the Iraq war, discusses her experience; in another Moore is trying to convince congressmen to enrol their sons in the army and to send them to Iraq. Apart from these either subjective or entertaining examples, Moore appears only in one interview with more formal arguments with Craig Unger in Part IV. This choice not to appear on the screen during the discussion of more formal arguments, with the exception reported above, aims to both underline that other people, often professional journalists or politicians, share the author’s point of view​[9]​ on certain issues independently of Moore’s involvement, and to emphasise their authoritative figure by giving them all the space on the screen. The informative role of the institutional and professional figures interviewed is also reflected by the number of them who appear on the left side of the screen (14/22), opposed to the number of ordinary people which appear on the right side (5/7)​[10]​. This, in an Anglo-Saxon visual product, according to visual analysis theories (Kress & van Leeuwen, 1996, quoted in Jewitt & Oyama, 2001: 148) corresponds to the given/new information linked to the thematic structure of a language like English: the left screen side/given information is treated as “commonsensical and self-evident” and in the case of Fahrenheit 9/11 is almost exclusively assigned to professional and institutional figures, whereas the right screen side/new information reflects personal experiences, previously unknown to the audience, which support the author’s point (e.g. Carol Ashley and Rosemary Dillard who share their experience as relatives of 9/11 victims in Part IV, or Mr. Reingold and Ms Hambleton who narrate their experiences linked to ‘war on terror policy’ and its effects in Part V(i)). Furthermore, it must be noted that all the interviewees, usually supporting the author’s point of view, are filmed using either a close up (head and shoulders) or a medium shot (all the figure to the waist or knees) and with the camera at an eye-level, which imply respectively intimacy/personal relationship and a relation of symbolic equality between the people on the screen and the audience (Jewitt & Oyama, 2001: 136, 146). This has the apparent goal of making the audience feel comfortable and close to the interviewees on the screen in order to win the audience’s trust and consensus (hence supporting the persuasive purpose of the documentary).

	Songs: The participants are the singers (although it is clear that they are ‘speaking’ for Moore) and the audience. Its principal function is to complement the images, often in a mocking way, and to support the author’s thesis: the argumentative text type is the most important in this genre (42.85%). Obviously the argumentative function of these sentences can only be analysed by relating them to the images they refer to. For example the lines 4-11, Part IV, only display their argumentative potential when the audience listen to them while seeing on the screen images showing George H.W. Bush, George W. Bush and members of the Bush administration during official and relaxed visits with Saudi royal family members and officials. Similarly it is possible to explain the percentage of report text type sentences (35.71%) as the lines of the songs chosen by Moore serve as the, often metaphorical, report of the images shown on the screen. Consider as an example lines 2-11, Part V(ii), which metaphorically, and arguably truthfully, report Bush’s spirit in the moment he lands on an American military boat to announce to U.S. citizens and to the world the victory of U.S.A. and its allies over Iraqi forces. Finally, a descriptive component has also been individualised (21.42%), which is subject to the same reasoning as argumentative and report text type sentences (e.g. lines 1-3, Part IV, above the already mentioned sequence of American and Saudi officials). This genre is conveyed through the spoken word and music and there is no visual contact between the participants.

	Spontaneous conversation (Conversation): This genre occurs only once, therefore it cannot be safely included among the essential genres of the politically committed documentary. The participants in this single occurrence are Michael Moore and a secret service agent, although the audience is again the final addressee. Only report (65.00%) and argumentative (35.00%) text type sentences form the brief occurrence of this genre: both participants report their reason to be there, the secret agent to ascertain information and Moore to film in front of the Saudi Embassy in Washington, D.C. as part of his documentary. The argumentative component is represented by Moore’s assumption that the secret service does not guard foreign embassies and by the exchange which follows his observation (sentences 21-27, Part IV). The conversation genre relies on the spoken word and there is visual contact between the participants and the audience.

	Dedication: Again there is only one occurrence of this genre at the end of the documentary, although in this case it may well be considered as an optional genre because it would be odd to find more than one dedication in a text. The participants are Michael Moore and the audience. The only function of this genre, as shown by the exclusive occurrence of report text type sentences, is to inform the audience of an emotional link between the author and the people to whom the work is dedicated. Furthermore, it provides support for the author’s thesis by referring for the last time to the people who died as a result of the U.S.’s ‘war on terror’ (sentences 1-4, Part V(ii)). This genre is conveyed through written words which appear on the screen to the audience.

	Credits: Here the participants are again Michael Moore as the director of the documentary and the audience. As for the dedication genre, the only purpose of the credits sequences is to inform the audience about the participants in the production of the documentary by reporting all the names and roles of those involved. The credits sequences are conveyed through written words which can be read on the screen by the audience.

5.2. Research question #2: Text types

According to what have been recognised as the main purposes of a documentary, to inform the audience and to persuade it, five main text types have been identified mainly based on the work of Hatch (1992) and Smith (2001): narration, report, description (for the informative purpose), exposition and argumentation (for the persuasive purpose). Moreover, a quantitative analysis (tables 3 and 4) of the potentially ideological linguistic features in each text type made it possible to determine whether some text types rather than others are employed for ideological purposes and which linguistic features characterise them (see section 5.3. for a detailed description of each linguistic feature). All the percentages quoted are from table 4 and all the examples are from the text analysed in the present study (when only the sentence number appears the latter is given in the Appendix B).

	Narration: The narrative text type is composed of different features. It is usually divided into five parts: 1) orientation (time, setting, characters), with the occurrence of copula sentences, presentatives (there is/there are) and identifying or descriptive relative clauses; 2) goal; 3) problem; 4) resolution; 5) coda (Hatch, 1992: 165-168). Moreover, it presents a sequence of consequentially related events, perfective event sentences (i.e. with verbs either in present or past tense without auxiliaries) and explicit temporal adverbs (Smith, 2001: 196). Smith (2001: 197) summarises the properties of the narrative text type (‘discourse mode’ in her terminology) as: 

Entities: events and states (i.e. dynamic or static actions)
Temporality: located in time
Advancement: events related to each other in (narrative) time
Tense Interpretation: continuity and limited anaphora

Example: Sentences 21-24, Part I, Commentary

21) On the day the joint session of both the House of Representatives and the Senate was to certify the election results, AI Gore, in his dual role as outgoing Vice President and President of the Senate, presided over the event that would officially anoint George W. Bush as the new President. 
22) If any congressman wanted to raise an objection, the rules insisted that he or she had to have the signed support of just one Senator.  
23) Not a single Senator came to the aid of the African Americans in Congress.
24) One after another, they were told to sit down and shut up.  

Here it is possible to identify the five parts composing the narrative text type: 1) for the orientation, the time is given by the prepositional phrase on the day, the setting is exemplified by the noun phrase the joint session and the characters are the House of Representatives and the Senate, Al Gore and George W. Bush; 2) the goal is to raise an objection; 3) the problem is that the rules insisted that he or she had to have the signed support of just one Senator; the resolution is given in sentence 23 and the coda in sentence 24. We notice the presence of a descriptive relative clause in sentence 21, the event that would officially…; the events are in consequential order, first the joint session is set, then congressmen try to object but cannot find consensus among senators and finally their objections are rejected; there are perfective verbs such as was, presided, wanted, insisted, came and were told; finally we notice the presence of explicit temporal adverbs exemplified by the prepositional phrase on the day.
	As shown in table 4, the narrative text type presents a higher percentage (19.78%), if compared to the other text types, of naming conventions​[11]​. The quantity of names in this text type is justified by the first of the five steps composing the narrative sequence, orientation, which reports who the characters of the story will be. If we look again at the sentences of the example reported above, we are immediately able to spot the name of George W. Bush in sentence 21. The percentage of ideologically loaded lexical items seems to be significantly higher than the other text types which contribute to serve the informative purpose of the documentary, i.e. report and description (43.95% vs. 15.72% in the report text type and 23.68% in the description text type). As the choice of ideologically loaded lexicon has been made by considering the evaluative nature of the lexical items (see next section for a more detailed justification of this choice), the higher presence of ideological lexicon in the narrative text type underlines its subjective nature. This is in turn connected to the four final steps of the narrative sequence, goal, problem, resolution and coda, the latter of which, according to Hatch (1992: 168), may contain not only the conclusion of the narrative sequence, but also a moral warning. All these steps may or may not be objective not because of the events narrated but because of the way in which they are narrated. In our example above both the problem, i.e. objectors need the signed support of a senator, and the resolution, i.e. no senator signed the various objections, are objective events: it is a fact, because regulated by the law, that a senator signed approval of the objection is needed, as it is a fact that no senator signed the objections, because so reported in the congress’ records. However, by saying that senators did not come to the aid (sentence 23, resolution step) of the objectors, the speaker is evaluating both the behaviour of the senators, who did not commit the ‘good deed’ of helping the objectors, and the action proposed by the objectors, which is implied to be worth being supported (note also that the goal in the narrative sequence is not to officially confirm George W. Bush’s election but to object against it). Similarly, the choice of wording they were told to sit down and shut up in sentence 24 (the coda) sounds like an act of arrogance on the part of Al Gore rather than the application of the rules of the Congress (would you consider someone who tells you to sit down and shut up an arrogant person or someone zealous in respecting the rules?). The high presence of ideological lexicon makes the narrative text type more subjective than the report text type: this supports the claim that the use of the narrative text type in the archival footage genre, supposed to provide evidence for the author’s argument, would add a subjective element that could undermine its very function.
	Report: Hatch (1992) does not include this text type in her list as the report text type is usually associated with the narrative text type. However, Smith (2001: 198) points out that there are significant differences between a narration and a report: the “order of representation, a key factor in narrative, is less significant in the report mode[,] tense is deictic [and] it is typical for tense to change rather often”. This is due to the fact that “[r]eports give an account of eventualities and their significance from the temporal standpoint of the reporter. What advances the text is not the dynamism of events but the position of the reporter”. Moreover, reports, unlike narratives, do not necessarily present the five-step structure of orientation, goal, problem, resolution, and coda. Finally, a further difference between the two text types is that the report text type is usually internally objective, whereas the narrative text type is usually internally subjective (see below). Smith (2001: 198) thus summarises the properties of the report text type:
Entities: events and states, statives 
Temporality: dynamically located in time
Advancement: oriented to Speech Time (i.e. the time when the reporter is speaking)
Tense Interpretation: deictic

Example: Sentences 1-4, Part IV, Interviews

1) Dan Briody: We wanted to look at which companies actually gained from September 11.
2) We turned up this company, Carlyle Group.
3) The Carlyle Group is a multinational conglomerate that invests in heavily government-regulated industries like telecommunications, health care, and, particularly, defense.
4) Both George W. Bush and George H.W. Bush worked for the Carlyle Group, the same company that counted the bin Laden family among its investors.  

In these sentences the time and setting of the action are not specified; the events are not narrated in a consequential order; there is not a problem occurring during the events and therefore there is no resolution or coda. Finally, the tenses change throughout the four sentences from the past tense in sentences 1 and 2, to the present tense in sentence 3 and again to the past tense in sentence 4.
   None of the ideological linguistic features chosen in the present study seem to be characteristic of this text type. This is because the report text type, along with narrative description text types, has the function to inform the audience of objective facts. The subjectivity of this text type is not internally determined (as for the narrative text type), i.e. it is not the language used to report the events, but externally determined by the choice of the events reported. If we consider the example above, we see that the objective facts Dan Briody reports are not supplemented by evaluative or vague linguistic features: he says they looked at which companies gained from the events following 9/11 without, for example, linguistically implying that the companies conspired to cause 9/11 for economical reasons; he says that telecommunications, health care, and defence are among the businesses the Carlyle Group is involved in without linguistically implying, for example, that they are involved in too many governmental businesses and that this is not fair; he says that both Bush father and son, along with some members of the bin Laden family were involved in the group, without linguistically implying, again for example, that they had planned to attack the U.S. on 9/11 for economical benefits. Thus the internal objectivity of the report text type explains the lack of distinctive ideological linguistic features. However, the fact that this text type is not usually internally subjective does not mean that it cannot be used to convey an ideological message through the linguistic features analysed in this study. The dedication at the end of the documentary is a perfect example​[12]​:

1) THIS FILM IS DEDICATED TO 
2) Michael Pedersen, Brett Petriken and all the soldiers from the Flint area who have died in the Iraq war 
3) Bill Weems and the 2,973 who died on 9/11/01 
4) and the countless thousands who have died in Afghanistan and Iraq as a result of our actions

The sentences in this text have been attributed to the report text type because they give information, there is no consequential temporality and all the information reflects objective facts: Moore chose to dedicate the documentary to those people; soldiers Pedersen and Petriken were from the Flint area and died in Iraq; 2,974 people died in the attack on the Twin Towers and many people have died in Afghanistan and Iraq during the ongoing conflicts in those countries (I assume he is referring to people of every nationality). However, in this brief text there are also some linguistic features which reflect Moore’s ideological purpose. There are two agentless structures (have died in sentence 4 has our action as the agent): have died (sentence 2) and died (sentence 3). The state verb to die deletes the agent who/which caused the death and in both cases not to mention Iraqi forces and bin Laden (or whoever was behind the attack on 9/11) could have the purpose to avoid reminding the audience that the countless deaths in Iraq and Afghanistan could be, arguably, attributed not to our action but to international terrorism (it is actually revealing that the have died in sentence 4 is followed by the presumed agent). Similarly, the word countless in sentence 4 gives an undetermined evaluation of the number of people who have died, which is perhaps more effective than a precise number. Moreover, by putting the adjective in pre-nominal position it classifies the following noun rather than evaluating it. Finally, the presence of the inclusive pronoun our in sentence 4 serves to concentrate the action on the U.S.A. when in both conflicts, although undeniably promoted by the U.S.A., other countries, e.g. Great Britain, Italy and Spain, participated in both the military actions and are equally responsible for the resulting outcome.
	
	Description: This text type’s features are definite articles, copula sentences, relative clauses, prepositional and adverbial phrases, presentatives, descriptive adjectives of shape, size, colour and number, and the focus is the description of a scene in which the action happens (Hatch, 1992: 175-178). Moreover, according to Smith (2001: 198) the time is stable or suspended, there is no sense of time advancement and the tense is anaphoric, i.e. “all sentences of a given passage have the same Reference Time [i.e. the temporal standpoint]”. Smith (2001: 200) summarises the properties of the description text type:

Entities: events and states 




Example: Sentences 1-2, Part IV, Commentary

1) With all the weapons companies it owned, the Carlyle Group was in essence, the eleventh largest defense contractor in the United States.  
2) It owned United Defense, makers of the Bradley armored fighting vehicle.  

In this example we can see the exclusive use of definite articles, the prepositional phrase in essence, descriptive adjectives such as eleventh largest and armored, the anaphoric use of the two past tenses owned, and the resulting suspended time in an unspecified past.
	The descriptive text type, as the report text type, is internally objective. The description in the example above of one of the businesses of the Carlyle Group and of the vehicle they produce is given without evaluative elements and can be objectively verified by consulting other sources (Moore, 2004: 161-162). There are no occurrences of names in this text type, as there are no descriptions of the person whose naming conventions have been analysed. More interesting, and congruent with both the informative function of the text type and its internal objectivity, is the complete absence of epistemic modal verbs and/or adverbs: the implication of possibility or the need of protection from criticism does not apply to the descriptive text type. Also predictable is the absence of deontic modals and the concept of power relations between a speaker and the person(s) addressed that are linked to them, as the descriptive text type does not work on the interpersonal level but on the ideational level (to use Halliday’s terminology). The complete absence of agentless structures confirms the objectivity of this text type which specifies all the agents involved in the actions described. Finally, the presence of three pronouns (7.89%), some ideological lexicon (23.68%) and some pre-nominal modifiers (18.42%) reflects the issue already discussed for the report text type: although a rather objective text type, the description can be complemented with the use of words which serve the persuasive purpose of the author. An example is sentence 21, Part IV, Commentary, ‘Even though we were nowhere near the White House, for some reason the Secret Service had shown up to ask us what we were doing standing across the street from the Saudi Embassy’. Here, although the sentence describes where Moore and the journalist Craig Unger were and the fact that the secret service agent had approached them (an objective description of the event), by using the phrase for some reason Moore implies that there is something unclear linked to the Saudis and that governmental security is in charge of ensuring that, whatever it is, the unclear issue is not brought before the public eye.

	Exposition: This text type is not listed by Hatch (1992) and it is described in Smith (2001: 200-201) under the label ‘informative mode’. It expresses information of a general and timeless nature and often tends to generalisations. Smith (2001: 201) summarises this text type’s properties as follows:

Entities: primarily generalising statives 
Temporality: atemporal
Advancement: metaphorical motion through the domain (time changes according to the metaphoric location of the referents)
Tense Interpretation: deictic

Example: Sentences 22-24, Part IV, Commentary

22) It turns out that Saudi Prince Bandar is perhaps the best-protected ambassador in the U.S.
23) The U.S. State Department provides him with a six-man security detail.
24) Considering how he and his family and the Saudi elite own seven percent of America, it's probably not a bad idea.  

Here there is a sense of suspended time in the present; statements such as those in sentences 22 and 24 seem timeless and eternally valid; the two stative verbs in sentences 22 and 24 also contribute to the sense of a general indisputable fact, although the hedges in sentences 22 and 24 mitigate the generalising force of the statements; notice also the indefinite article in sentence 23 which differentiate this text type from the description text type analysed above.
	There are no occurrences of names or deontic modals in the sentences belonging to the exposition text type which, like the description text type, works on the ideational level rather than on the interpersonal one. The two occurrences of epistemic modals are both in the expository sequence given in the example above and their apparent function is to protect the author’s claims from possible criticism: the statement in sentence 22 has actually been criticised (Kopel, 2004) as it seems that the Saudi Embassy is not the only one protected by personnel of the Secret Service’s Uniformed Division. The two occurrences of generalised you are both in sentence 252, Part V(ii), Interviews, ‘I mean, like when you have a line item for a million dollars and you subcontract it out for fifty or sixty or seventy thousand dollars, that's a huge profit’. It could be argued that they function to avoid mentioning which companies are doing the action described, although it must be considered that impersonal structures are often employed in those genres, e.g. academic articles, which make large use of the expository text type (Crystal, 2003: 372). The only occurrence of agentless structure is again in the example above, sentence 22, it turns out: in this case, Moore probably preferred not to mention himself, or anyone else, as the source of the information (e.g. by saying ‘I found out’ or ‘X revealed that’) because he probably knew that the claim he was making was not completely accurate. Finally, the expository sentences in the text present the highest percentages of both ideological lexicon (57.14%) and pre-nominal modifiers (42.85%) compared to all the other text types analysed. The example above is again a good one as it presents two ideological lexical items, best-protected in sentence 22 and bad idea in sentence 24, and two pre-nominal modifiers, best-protected and bad in the same sentences. The lexical items add an evaluative component to the claims made, i.e. that the Saudi Embassy is protected by secret agents and that the Saudi economical power justifies this choice. At the same time the pre-nominal modifiers make the evaluation look like a generally accepted observation, by classifying the following nouns, rather than the evaluative conclusion resulting from the author’s opinion about the issue. 
	Finally, it is worth noticing that the exposition and description text types represent only a small portion of the whole documentary (0.39% and 2.48% respectively, see Table 2).

	Argumentation: Hatch (1992: 185) points out that this text type “has often been defined as the process of supporting or weakening another statement whose validity is questionable or contentious”. Smith (2001: 201-202) maintains that this text type does not present any characteristic linguistic form​[13]​ and that through it the speaker gives opinions, asks questions and makes predictions. She summarises its properties as follows (Smith, 2001: 202):

Entities: primarily abstract and generalising statives 
Temporality: atemporal
Advancement: metaphorical motion through the domain
Tense Interpretation: deictic

Example: Sentences 27-29, Part II, Commentary

27) None of this made any sense. 
28) Can you imagine in the days after the Oklahoma City terrorist bombing, President Clinton helping to arrange a trip out of the country for the McVeigh family?
29) What do you think would have happened to Clinton if that had been revealed?

In this example the speaker is both stating his opinion in sentence 27 and asking for the listener’s opinion in sentence 29. Moreover, if we complement the words with the images on the screen we see, right after the question in sentence 29, part of an old film where someone is to be burnt at the stake and people screaming “Burn him! Burn him!”, which provides the answer and also a prediction from the speaker. 
	The most interesting results in terms of the number of occurrences of the different linguistic features in this text type regard epistemic modals, pronouns and ideological lexical items (21.78%, 11.69% and 30.27% respectively). As the main function of epistemic modals is to protect the author’s argument from criticism (see next section for details), it is not surprising that the second highest percentage of this linguistic feature emerges in the argumentative text type. Particularly revealing is the opening sequence of Part II, Commentary:

1) As Bush sat in that Florida classroom, was he wondering if maybe he should have shown up to work more often?
2) Should he have held at least one meeting since taking office to discuss the threat of terrorism with his head of counterterrorism?
3) Or maybe Mr. Bush was wondering why he had cut terrorism funding from the FBI, or perhaps he just should have read the security briefing that was given to him on August 6, 2001.
4) Which said that Osama bin Laden was planning to attack America by hijacking airplanes.
5) But maybe he wasn't worried about the terrorist threat because the title of the report was too vague.

Here the images that appear as the sentences are spoken show one of the central sequences of the whole documentary: George W. Bush is visiting an elementary school already aware that one plane had crashed into one of the Twin Towers. After being informed of a second plane hitting the other tower and thus of a possible attack on the nation, he remains sat for 7 minutes continuing to read a story with the children. Moore then tries to read his, visibly, thoughtful expression and the resulting sequence is given in the example. The four hedges in sentences 1, 3 and 5 signal the obvious speculation (obvious not because he is definitely wrong, but because of the mind-reading technique employed) by Moore who uses the dramatic visual sequence as the background of his argumentation. It is worth noticing the use of deontic modals in the first three sentences which give the speaker power over the person addressed (Moore is in the position to give advice) while at the same time weakening the authority of a person who, allegedly, made the wrong decisions and demonstrated to be inadequate for the important institutional role he has. The way Moore presents his argumentation and the images he uses for the visual background reflect the ideological square theorised by van Dijk (1998: 267) and introduced in section 4.1. Moore is emphasising what he considers the weaknesses of George W. Bush as the President: unable to prevent the attack on 9/11 despite receiving warnings from his intelligence and unable to take a prompt decision about the immediate response to the attack. At the same time Moore is also implicitly emphasising, through the use of the deontic modals, the qualities he sees in himself, i.e. being able to give good advice on how to behave in those circumstances. Along the other two sides of the square Moore is de-emphasising, by omission, information that could work in favour of his opponent: for example the Washington Times, quoted in Kopel (2004), reported that members of the presidential staff were in the back of the room with a message saying ‘Don’t say anything yet’, which could partly explain why Bush did not rush out of the school. Simultaneously Moore is also de-emphasising information which could work against his argument but whose traces are left in the use of the epistemic modals: for example that he could not know for sure whether Bush read the briefing or not or whether he was or was not worried about the terrorist threat.
	The second highest percentage of pronouns (11.69%) in this text type reflects the necessity to protect the arguments from criticism by using vague linguistic structures, i.e. generalised you, which avoid specifying who the addressee/s of an argumentation is/are. Moreover, the pronouns reflect the persuasive function of the argumentative text type by the use of linguistic structures, i.e. inclusive we, which create a barrier between two opposing groups and serve to convince the addressee(s) that being part of our group is better than being part of their group. An example of the use of the generalised you in this text type are sentences 3-5, Part V(i), Interviews:

3) Congressman McDermott: You can make people do anything if they're afraid.
4) Michael Moore: And how do you make them afraid? 
5) Congressman McDermott: Well, you make them afraid by creating an aura of endless threat.

In these sentences both the congressman and Moore are evidently referring to the Bush administration or the Republican Party. However, they avoid a direct accusation because they cannot be sure that 1) people do anything if they are afraid, 2) people are afraid and 3) the Bush administration or the Republican Party is responsible for this. Thus they rather opt to talk in a somewhat general manner without blaming anyone specifically but knowing, due to contextual shared knowledge (the documentary is attacking Bush; Congressman McDermott is a democrat and so is Michael Moore; etc.) that the audience will understand who they are referring to. An example of the use of the inclusive we are sentences 57-58, Part V(i), Commentary:

57) Of course, the Bush administration didn't hand out a manual on how to deal with the terrorist threat because the terrorist threat wasn't what this was all about.
58) They just wanted us to be fearful enough so that we'd get behind what their real plan was.

In this example Moore is creating a contraposition between the Bush administration on the one side and himself and the audience on the other (note also the use of they and their as opposed to us and we in sentence 58). It is obvious that the main reason for creating such a contraposition by using the inclusive we is to convince the audience that there is a group of people (they) which is not behaving in an acceptable way and another (us) which the audience should belong to if they want to differentiate themselves from the ‘bad people’.




All the linguistic features chosen belong to the list of potentially ideological structures given in Fowler et al. (1979: 198-213). Occurrences and percentages are in Tables 5 and 6 unless otherwise indicated. 

The grammar of modality

	Naming conventions: The use of different naming conventions (e.g. President Bush, George W. Bush, Bush, etc.) referred to the same addressee, entails different degrees of intimacy and formality between addresser/addressee, hence disclosing the writer’s (or speaker’s) position towards and evaluation of the person referred to (Fowler et al., 1979: 200). For the purpose of the present study, the naming conventions analysed only refer to George W. Bush because he is the main character in the documentary: it is therefore worth analysing how he is addressed by the different voices in the documentary. 
     Some interesting observations can be made by looking at the result of a quantitative analysis of the name conventions linked to Bush in the different genres. In the archival footage genre George W. Bush is referred 12/16 times (75.00%) by the use of titles (President Bush, Mr. Bush or the President), which is something that occurs only 10/56 times (17.85%) in the commentary genre and 1/7 times (14.28%) in the interview genre. On the contrary, he is referred to by the use of names (George W. Bush, George Bush, Bush, George W. or W.) 46/56 times (82.14%) in the commentary, 5/7 times (71.42%) in the interviews and 4/16 times (25.00%) in the archival footage genre. The difference in naming conventions between these genres, i.e. + titles – names in the archival footage vs. – titles + names in the commentary and interview genres, again reflects a persuasive (possibly unconscious) purpose on the part of Moore and of the interviewees who supported him. By using names rather then titles Moore reduces the gap between the President of the United States and himself and discredits his institutional figure: this gives him the possibility to confront his arguments with a person on the same level as his (George Bush or Bush or W.) and not with someone who has, in the common public perception, more prestige and credibility (the President or President Bush). The high percentage of titles in the archival footage genre is due to the fact that it is the journalists who address Bush, which indicates, in the public eye, the ‘proper’ way to address the President of the United States.

	Modal verbs and modal adverbs: These structures, although both belonging to the interpersonal metafunction (Halliday, 2004: 58-59), must be further divided into epistemic modals and deontic modals. On the one hand, epistemic modals imply possibility, uncertainty and may serve different functions: they can express the speaker’s opinion in statements or request the listener’s opinion in questions (Halliday, 2004: 147); they can be employed to protect a speaker’s utterance from criticism (Hodge & Kress, 1993: 128). On the other hand, deontic modals express “the presence or absence of an obligation, recommendation, prohibition” (Oxford Concise Dictionary of Linguistics): they can be used to undermine a person’s statement or position by ‘suggesting’ what would be right/wrong or (un)necessary to do. Moreover, deontic modals are concerned with power relations between the speaker who uses them and those being addressed, as the acts of obliging, recommending and prohibiting are naturally linked to the idea that someone has the power, or the right, to tell someone else how to act or behave.
     There are no significant differences in the distribution of both epistemic and deontic modals in the different text types and genres, with the exception that the argumentative and expository text types contain the highest percentages of epistemic modals. This was predictable considering the function of those text types as has been discussed in section 5.2. 

	Personal pronouns: They are generally governed by factors which can be described “as proximity or distance, directness and indirectness” (Fowler et al., 1979: 203). However, among all the personal pronouns, particular attention was given to the so-called ‘inclusive we’ and to the ‘generalised you’. The inclusive we serves to create intimacy and solidarity between addresser and addressee, even though it may be “not wholly sincere” (Fowler et al., 1979: 202). The generalised you can sometimes refer to anyone and often implies that the individual or group addressed is different from the writer or speaker (Fowler et al., 1979: 203). There is an exception in the quantitative analysis of the generalised you: the latter was excluded whenever the person addressed was shown on the screen. For example sentences 12-15, Part I, Commentary, make use of the generalising you/your but the images show that the pronouns refer to George W. Bush.
     There are two interesting results from the comparison of the different genres and text types in which the pronouns have been used. The first is the use of the inclusive we in the archival footage genre: 18/19 times (94.73%) the pronoun occurs in sentences against Moore and are used 13/18 times (72.22%) either by Bush (12 times) or a member of his administration (once). A possible explanation is that Moore is making the audience choose between two persons, George W. Bush and himself, both of whom are trying to involve the audience in their argumentations. The second result is related to this. We already noticed that the majority of the information and argumentation against Moore’s point of view occurs in the second half of the documentary, after he has attempted to persuade the audience without much contradictory evidence. The distribution of the pronouns analysed, in all the genres and text types both for and against the author, is skewed towards the second half of the documentary (only 17/89 occurrences, equal to 19.10%, occur in the first half and 72/89, equal to 80.89%, in the second half, see Table 7). The documentary seems structured in such a way as to convince the audience of some ‘facts’ first, without personal involvement of either the author or his target, and to then give the appearance of a balanced discussion in the second half. Here, theoretically already on Moore’s side due to the unchallenged reception of some ‘facts’, the audience will be more likely to feel involved and sympathetic with Moore’s argumentation than with the opposing one. It is also worth noticing that it is in the second half of the documentary that the audience encounter the personal experiences and narration of wounded and mutilated war veterans and the trauma of a mother, Lila Lipscomb, who lost her son in the Iraqi conflict, which add an emotional component to Moore’s argumentation.




	Agency: The presence/absence of agents is one of the most important factors to analyse in order to understand the underlying ideology of a text. Agency is primarily concerned with the relations within a text and the participants therein and the deletion of an agent can be achieved by different means, the commonest of which are nominalisation, passivisation and plurilisation. Nominalisations transform a process into a state deleting one or more participants, thus making it difficult to trace back who is responsible for an action. Passivisation works in a similar way to nominalisation, but with the difference that the process is still a process and the deletion of the agent is achieved only if the by-phrase is omitted. Moreover, the use of a passive also affects the thematic structure of a sentence by moving the patient in the theme position, i.e. the one carrying the focus. Finally, pluralised subjects/objects differ from the other two structures in that there is no deletion of agents; however, agents are depersonalised and therefore not clearly traceable. 




	Lexicalisation: The choice of words is obviously one of the most reliable ways to infer the ideology of writers (or speakers) and their position towards different aspects of society. However, the analyst’s choice of the words which are thought to reflect a writer’s ideology may be a problematic one. Van Dijk (1998: 205) maintains that “as a practical method, substitution of one word by others immediately shows the different semantic and often the ideological ‘effects’ of such a substitution”. Other scholars rely on particular types of lexicalisation, such as overwording which refers to “an unusually high degree of wording, often involving many words which are near synonyms [and] shows preoccupation with some aspects of reality” (Fairclough, 1989: 115). Overwording can therefore manifest the writer’s (or speaker’s) position towards an issue because it is often linked to some sort of evaluation: if a person or a group is mainly described with words which entail a negative connotation, this reveals the position of the addresser towards them. Fairclough (1989: 118-119) also argues that the analyst ought to look at the ‘expressive value’ of words as a speaker mainly draws on “ideologically contrastive schemes embodying different values in different discourse types”. The choice of ideological words on the basis of their evaluative nature has also been employed by Fowler (1991: 209-211) in the discursive analysis of an editorial by the Express. Accordingly, as already pointed out in section 3, the evaluative nature of words linked to a neutral conception of ideology, was the primary source in the selection of ideologically loaded lexicon.
     The most interesting result, partly discussed in section 5.2., is the highest percentage of lexical items in the narration text type. Although, as already seen, the narrative text type is more subjective than the other two text types which share the informative purpose of the documentary, its main function is still to narrate objective events. The second highest use of ideological lexicon in narratives reflects the point raised in reviewing the work of Fairclough (1995) that a text type which is not usually perceived as containing evaluation and opinions can be used for ideological purposes. Thus the expected pragmatic informative function of the narrative text type is skilfully supplemented by a persuasive component linked to the use of ideological lexicon. Finally, the highest percentage of narratives in the commentary genre explains the highest percentage (41.94%) of ideological lexicon in this genre, confirming its persuasive function.

	Predicative and pre-nominal modifiers: Linked to the evaluative effect of wording is also the choice of predicative vs. pre-nominal modifiers. Fowler et al. (1979: 212) point out that “prenominal modification tends to indicate classification more than evaluation”. It is therefore important to consider not only the lexical choice of a speaker but also the choice of the words’ order in a sentence. For example in sentence 15, Part V(i), Commentary, ‘These are the good people who make up Peace Fresno, a community group in Fresno, California’, the adjective good in pre-nominal position suggests that the people who are being talked about are intrinsically good and not that this is what the author believes to be the case. Moreover, as it is the pre-nominal modifier which is more likely to hide an ideological evaluation, this is the only type of modifier which will be quantified and analysed. The modifier must signal a subjective evaluation, that is something which reflect an opinion and not a matter of fact: for example the pre-nominal adjective in sentence 28, Part I, Commentary, ‘The plan to have Bush get out of the limo for the traditional walk to the White House was scrapped’, will not be considered as the pre-nominal adjective does not represent an opinion of the speaker, but the shared knowledge, i.e. factual belief, that in contemporary American history it is a tradition for the new elected President to walk to the White House.








Table 6.1. is a schematic summary of the generic structure of Fahrenheit 9/11. As the archival footage genre has a supportive role, the percentages of sections and time have been incorporated into the other genres which the archival footage complements. However, the percentage of sentences which compose the archival footage genre shows its contribution to the documentary.

Table 6.1. Generic structure of Fahrenheit 9/11 with text types and ideological linguistic features
GENRES	TEXT TYPES	LINGUISTIC FEATURES	% SECTIONS	% SENTENCES	% TIME
Commentary	Narration, report, description, explanation, argumentation	Names, epistemic modals, lexicon	48.73%	17.67%	58.88%
Archival Footage	Report, argumentation	/	/	39.06%	/
Interview	Narration, report, description, explanation, argumentation	Epistemic modals	40.33%	32.71%	33.02%





It is preferable, for clarity of exposition, to answer the 3 research sub-questions first and then to answer the principal research question.
Research question #1: As shown in table 6.1. the seven genres which form Fahrenheit 9/11 are commentary, archival footage, interview, song, conversation, dedication and credits. Whereas the only function of the dedication and credits genres, as supported by the exclusive occurrence of the report text type, is, allegedly, to give information to the audience, commentary, archival footage, interview and song serve the dual role of giving information and influencing the opinions of the audience. The commentary genre, supported by the archival footage, is the predominant genre in terms of the time it occupies in the documentary and it is also slightly more used in terms of the number of sections than the interview genre. In terms of the number of sentences, the archival footage and interview genres perform the dominant role in Fahrenheit 9/11, followed by the commentary. The conversation and dedication genres occupy only a small percentage of the documentary under all conditions, whereas the song genre is relatively more used in terms of sections and sentences and the credits genre is relatively more used in terms of sentences and time. The predominant use of the archival footage and interview genres suggest that Moore preferred other people to present the different pieces of his argumentation, leaving his own participation to the role of introduction and summary of the different argumentations presented through the addressing voices in the documentary. This in turn could reflect the desire to appear to the audience as the person who is being told some ‘facts’ and is now reporting them by introducing and summarising the various pieces rather than the person who is actually suggesting that the interpretation of reality presented is the correct one – the result being that the audience will be inclined to believe that the reality was somewhere out there and Moore only helped them to make sense of it. 
Research question #2: As already discussed in section 5.2., five text types have been identified as performing the informative and persuasive purposes of Fahrenheit 9/11: narration, report, description (informative purpose), exposition and argumentation (persuasive purpose). Table 6.1. shows their distribution in the different genres and in the whole documentary (see Table 2 for details). The predominant text type by far is report (62.70%) followed by argumentation (28.47%) and narration (5.94%). This could imply (but not necessarily, see below) that the main purpose of Fahrenheit 9/11 is to inform the audience rather then persuade it. The only result in the distribution of the text types in the different genres which seems at odds with the latter assertion is the presence of the argumentative text type in the song which, at this point seems the only ‘neutral’ genre employed for ideological purposes. 
Research question #3: Looking at the distribution of the linguistic features in the documentary (Tables 3-6), it seems that, as expected, the text types and genres which are supposed to carry the ‘neutral’ informative purpose, e.g. the report text type or the archival footage genre, generally have a lower occurrence of ideological linguistic features. The latter occur mainly in those text types and genres which perform the argumentative and persuasive purpose of the documentary: argumentative and expository text types and commentary and interview genres. However, there are some exceptions: the first is the narrative text type which heavily relies on the use of ideological lexicon (43.95%) and naming conventions (19.78%). The second is the dedication genre which, although exclusively composed of report text type sentences, presents a high percentage of pronouns (25.00%), agentless structures (50.00%), ideological lexicon (25.00%) and pre-nominal modifiers (25.00%) and, as already seen in section 5.2., is indeed employed for ideological purposes. Finally, the linguistic features do not seem to have different functions in the different text types and genres, with the exception of the use of the generalised you in the expository text type: this reflects the common use of impersonal structures in this text type rather than the intention to ideologically avoid addressing a specific person or institution. Moreover, the results show that even if they do not have different functions, the linguistic features nonetheless are differently distributed and are more likely to appear in one text type or genre than in another, e.g. naming conventions in the narrative text type and in the commentary genre. 




One of the two goals of the research was to provide a detailed analysis of Fahrenheit 9/11 by considering not only its generic structure but also how language is used in order to achieve the purpose of the text-producer. Seven genres (commentary, archival footage, interview, song, conversation, dedication and credits) have been identified along with five text types (narration, report, description, exposition and argumentation) which serve both the informative and persuasive purposes of the documentary. Moreover, the research showed the internal structure of each genre with the text types which compose it and the linguistic features which characterise it. 
The second purpose of the research was to critically analyse the language used in Fahrenheit 9/11 and to show that this documentary, and the genre of the politically committed documentary, have good reason to be included in the range of texts and discourses analysed in the CDA framework. The results show that ideological linguistic features are indeed used, and some of them in a systematic way, for ideological and persuasive purposes. One example is the use of naming conventions which tend to denigrate Bush’s institutional role and help create a contraposition between Moore and Bush: this contraposition is further emphasised by the use of the inclusive we. Another example is the way linguistic structures concerned with evaluation (lexicon and pre-nominal modifiers) and with power and interpersonal relations (naming conventions and deontic modals) are mainly used in the first half of the documentary: this functions to support the consensus winning structure of Fahrenheit 9/11 which only presents counter-argumentations in the second half. Finally, a visual analysis of the documentary showed how, particularly in the interview genre, the way interviewees were presented also contributed to the persuasive purpose of the documentary. All these features reflect the ideology behind Fahrenheit 9/11 and, together with its ‘ideological square’ structure, entitle this documentary to be included among the discourses which can profitably be analysed in the CDA enterprise.
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Table 5. Distribution of the Linguistic Features in the different Genres 
(occurrences)
	Commentary	Archival Footage	Interview	Song	Conversation	Dedication	Credits	TOT








* Number of titles
** Number of names
*** Number of occurrences in Parts V(i) and V(ii)
**** Number of occurrences in which the ‘inclusive we’ appears in sentences against Moore’s arguments
***** Occurrences of, respectively, passives, nominalisations, plurals and expletives
****** Occurrences of, respectively, passives, nominalisations, plurals and expletives in the Argumentative text type
























Table 7. Distribution of the Linguistic Features in the different parts of the documentary (occurrences)













Table 8. Distribution of the Linguistic Features in the different parts of the documentary (percentages)











Table 9. Distribution of the Genres in the different parts of the documentary (number of the sentences)

















Table 10. Distribution of the Genres in the different parts of the documentary (percentages)

















12) Well, first, it helps if your brother is the governor of the state in question.  A

13) Second, make sure the chairman of your campaign is also the vote countin’ woman and that her state has hired a company that’s gonna knock voters off the rolls who aren't likely to vote for you.  A
14) You can usually tell them by the color of their skin.  A




22) It turns out that Saudi Prince Bandar is perhaps the best-protected ambassador in the U.S.  E
23) The U.S. State Department provides him with a six-man security detail.  E




50) This is where the Pacific Ocean meets the shores of Oregon.  D






17) James Baker: I think all this talk about legitimacy is way overblown.  A

22) Senator Tom Daschle: We have a new president-elect.   R

53) George W. Bush: They don't understand the definition of work, then.  A

55) George W. Bush: Secondly, you don't have to be in Washington to work.  A

63) George W. Bush: Behave yourself, will you?  A




9) Prince Bandar: In America, students, and, His Majesty felt that it's not fair for those innocent people to be subjected to any harm.  




4) Ari Fisher: The president has full faith that his family will conform with all proper ethics laws, all ethics laws, and will act properly in their conduct.  R

6) George W. Bush: It's important for us to not reveal how we collect information.  A
7) That's what the enemy wants.  A
8) And we're fighting an enemy.  A





13) George W. Bush: The world has changed after September the 11th.  A
14) It's changed because we're no longer safe.  A

16) Donald Rumsfeld: We have entered what may very well prove to be the most dangerous security environment the world's known.  A

18) Dick Cheney: Terrorists are doing everything they can to gain even deadlier means of striking us.  A

20) George W. Bush: We must stop the terror.  A
21) I call upon all nations to do everything they can to stop these terrorist killers.  A

24) Spokesman for Zytech Engineering: The harsh reality facing American families today is that they're not as safe as they used to be.  A
25) Drug dealers and users looking for their next fix.  A
26) Gangs who roam the streets in search of their next victim and the growing threat of terrorists means the need for protection is ever greater.  A

31) Tom Ridge: Every family in America should prepare itself for a terrorist attack.  A

58) Frances Stroik: I said, "They could be something…and Flint could be some...be concerns for people around here."  A
59) Mel Stroik: You never know where they're gonna hit.  A
60) You never know where they're gonna hit.  A

73) Elizabeth Hashagen: But most of the people we spoke to say they're willing to give up liberties to fight terrorism.  R
74) Man: Maybe that's a good thing.  Pre.  A
75) Woman: It's definitely sad, but it has to be done.  Pre.  A





11) George W. Bush: At this hour, American and coalition forces are in the early stages of military operations to disarm Iraq, to free its people and to defend the world from grave danger.  R + A
12) On my orders, coalition forces have begun striking selected targets of military importance to undermine Saddam Hussein's ability to wage war.  R

18) Donald Rumsfeld: The targeting capabilities and the care that goes into targeting is as impressive as anything anyone could see.  A

21) Donald Rumsfeld: The care that goes into it, the humanity that goes into it.  A

42) Britney Spears: Honestly, I think we should just trust our President in every decision that he makes and we should support that, you know, and, uh, be faithful in what happens.  A

45) George W. Bush: Saddam Hussein has gone to elaborate lengths, spent enormous sums, taken great risks to build and keep weapons of mass destruction.  R

46) Colin Powell: Saddam Hussein is determined to get his hands on a nuclear bomb.  R

47) George W. Bush: Nuclear weapon.  R
48) Nuclear weapon.  R
49) Nuclear weapon.  R
50) Colin Powell: Active chemical munitions bunkers…  R
51) Mobile production facilities.  R

52) George W. Bush: We know he's got chemical weapons.  R
53) George W. Bush: He's got ‘em.  R
54) He's got ‘em.  R
55) He's got ‘em.  R

60) George W. Bush: Saddam Hussein aids and protects terrorists, including members of al Qaeda. R

61) Dick Cheney: There was a relationship between Iraq and al Qaeda.  R

63) Donald Rumsfeld: It's only a matter of time before terrorist states armed with weapons of mass destruction develop the capability to deliver those weapons to U.S. Cities.  A

64) Colin Powell: What we are giving you are facts and conclusions based on solid intelligence.  A

65) George W. Bush: He's a man who hates America.  A
66) This is a man who cannot stand what we stand for.  A
67) His willingness to terrorize himself.  A
68) He hates the fact – like al Qaeda does – that  we love freedom.  A
69) After all, this is a guy that tried to kill my dad at one time.  A

72) Senator Tom Daschle: I'll vote to give the President the authority he needs.  R

73) Colin Powell: United States is prepared to lead a Coalition of the Willing that will do it.  R

74) George W. Bush: When I say we will lead a Coalition of the Willing to disarm him if he chooses not to disarm, I mean it.  R

83) George W. Bush: These are men of vision.  A

85) George W. Bush: And I'm proud…I’m proud to call them allies.  A

87) Donald Rumsfeld: One could almost say it's the mother of all coalitions.  A

88) Shephard Smith: The rallying around the President, around the flag, and around the troops clearly has begun.  R

89) Soldier: And we're gonna win!  A

90) Linda Vester: You have to be with troops to understand that kind of adrenaline rush they get.  A

91) Katie Couric: I want you to know, I think Navy SEALS rock!  A

92) CNN reporter: The pictures you're seeing are absolutely phenomenal.  A

93) Dan Rather: When my country's at war, I want my country to win.  A

94) Peter Jennings: Iraqi opposition has faded in the face of American power.  R

95) Reporter: What you're watching here is truly historic television and journalism.  A

96) CNN reporter: It was absolutely electrifying, they actually had to strap me in with my camera at the back of the plane…  A

97) Ted Koppel: …an awesome synchronized killing machine.  A

98) Dan Rather: There is an inherent bias in the coverage of the American press in general.  Pre.  A

99) Neil Cavuto: Am I slanted and biased?  A
100) You damn well bet I am!  A
101) George W. Bush: My fellow Americans, major combat operations in Iraq have ended.  R
102) In the battle of Iraq, the United States and our allies have prevailed.  R

112) George W. Bush: There are some who feel like, that, uh, if they attack us, that we may decide to leave prematurely.  A
113) They don't understand what they’re talking about, if that's the case.  A
115) There are some who feel like that, you know, the conditions are such that they can attack us 
there.  A

120) George W. Bush: They're not happy they're occupied.  A
121) I wouldn't be happy if I were occupied either.  A

275) George W. Bush: I…I…I’m…uh…uh…I can't imagine what it must be like to lose a son or a daughter, or a husband, and or a wife, for that matter, and I...it pains me.  R

276) David Lesar: You've heard a lot about Halliburton lately.  R
277) Criticism is okay.  R
278) We can take it.  R
279) Criticism is not failure.  R
280) Our employees are doing a great job.  R
281) We're feeding the soldiers, we're rebuilding Iraq.  R
282) Will things go wrong?  R
283) Sure they will…it's a war zone.  R
284) We're serving the troops because of what we know, not who we know.  R

285) Dick Cheney: Well, let me tell you about Halliburton…the company I ran.  R
286) I'm very proud of what I did at Halliburton, and the people of Halliburton are very proud of what they've accomplished.  R
287) And uh, I, frankly, uh, don't feel any need to apologize for the way I've spent my time over the last five years as the CEO and chairman of a major American corporation.  R
288) George W. Bush: Yeah, this is also an attempt to divert attention away from the fact they have no energy policy, and as the Secretary of Energy said, "We were caught unawares!"  A

300) Announcer: Halliburton delivers hot meals, supplies, clean clothing and communications to our soldiers so they can be a little closer to home.  R
301) Soldier in commercial: Yeah. Yeah.
302) It's a girl?  R
303) It’s a girl!  R
304) Announcer: Halliburton, proud to serve our troops.  R

310) George W. Bush: They died in a just cause for defending freedom and they will not have died in vain.  A

340) George W. Bush: He had used weapons.  A

341) Donald Rumsfeld: We know where they are, they’re in the area around Tikrit, and Baghdad, and…and east, west, south and north.  A
342) Condoleezza Rice: There is a tie between Iraq and what happened on 9/11.  A

343) Dick Cheney: The struggle can only end with their complete and permanent destruction.  A

344) George W. Bush: We wage a war to save a civilization itself.  A











2) Craig Unger: Osama’s always been portrayed as the bad apple, the black sheep in the family and that they cut off all relationship with him in around 1994.  N
3) In fact, things are much more complicated than that.  N
4) Michael Moore: You mean Osama has had contact with other family members?  A
5) CU: That’s right, in the summer of 2001 just before 9/11, one of Osama's sons got married in Afghanistan; and several family members showed up at the wedding.  N
6) MM: Bin Ladens?  A




1) Jim Moore: W. at that time was just starting off in the world as a businessman.  N
2) Because he's a guy who's always tried to emulate his father, he decided to go into the oil business.  N
3) He founded an oil company, a drilling company, out in west Texas called Arbusto, which was very, very good at drilling dry holes that nothing came out of.  N
4) But the question has always been, "Where did this money come from?"  N
5) Now his dad, his dad was rich, his dad could have done this for him but his dad didn't do this for him.  N




32) Michael Moore: So, we’re right here in the center of three important American landmarks, uh, the Watergate Hotel and office building.  D
33) The Kennedy Center over there.  D
34) And, uh, the embassy of Saudi Arabia.  D





46) Ms Russell: My friend Dan and I were reading the Sunday newspaper and when I picked up the paper, in the local section Aaron's picture caught my eye.  N
47) The article said that a sheriff's deputy had been killed and I saw it had a name that wasn't the right name.  N
48) It said that he was a member of the Sheriff's Anti-terrorism Unit.  N  

51) Mr. Reingold: I was taking a nap, and I guess it was one thirty, two o’clock in the afternoon and they came to my place and I said: "Well, who's there?"  N
52) And they said, "The FBI."  N
53) I said: "The FBI? I mean, why are they here?"  N 

54) Mr. Reingold: The FBI said, "Have you been talking to people about 9/11 and bin Laden and oil profits and Afghanistan?"  N
55) I said, "A lot of people are talking about these things."  N
56) I feel my rights have been, you know, trampled on.  N
57) I mean, if you have something to say to me in the gym, well then fine, don't tell the FBI and they come to my apartment while I'm taking a nap.  N

58) Congressman Goss: There is nothing to be ashamed of here.  A
59) There is full transparency.  R
60) There's nothing about the…the, uh,  Patriot Act I am ashamed of in any way, shape, or form.  R
61) I have a 1-800 number, call me.  R
62) I'm the guy you call, if there is a violation or an abuse.  R
63) If you've got a poster child on this, I wanna see it, that’s what I do.  R
64) I'm hired by the people of the United States to provide oversight.  R
65) I provide oversight.  R  

81) Ms Hambleton: I thought, well, if I put a little bit on my lips, then that would be sufficient because obviously I'm tasting it.  N
82) And, she looked at me and I felt like she was telling me, "You need to chug that."  N
83) She goes, "No, you need to drink more."  N




97) U.S. Soldier 18: We have to…as you go back to the old saying, win the hearts and minds of the people.  A
98) That's our job.  A
99) We have to...we have to bring the…the ideal of democracy and freedom to the country and show them that the American people are not here to…to rule Iraq.  A  

199) Lila Lipscomb: Then, that night, it was about 10 something, I went upstairs to the bedroom, and I was lying in bed, and flipping the channels with the remote…all I heard was "Black Hawk down, south central Iraq."  N  
 
200) Lila Lipscomb: The next morning I got up and I said, "You push those sad thoughts out of your mind.  N
201) Okay, Jesus, I need you to come in, I need you, Jesus, you gotta help me through this."  N
202) The army called me and I remember getting on the phone and him saying, asking me, was I Lila Lipscomb, and I said, "Yes."  N
203) And he said, "Mother of Sergeant Michael Pedersen?"  N
204) And I remember dropping the telephone.  N
205) And all I can honestly say that I remember is, "Ma'am, the United States Army the Secretary of Defense regretfully informs you..."  N
206) That's all I know.  N
207) The grief grabbed me so hard that I literally fell on the floor and I was alone, I didn't have anybody to pick me up, so I literally crawled over to my desk, and was hanging on, and I remember screaming, "Why does it have to be Michael?  N
208) Why did you have to take my son?  N
209) Why is it my son that you had to take?  N
210) He didn't do anything!  N
211) He wasn't a bad guy, he was a good guy, why did you have to take my son?"  N  

252) Dr. Sam Kubba: I mean, like when you have a line item for a million dollars and you subcontract it out for fifty or sixty or seventy thousand dollars, that's a huge profit.  E
253) And it's the American taxpayer that's going to pay for that.  E  
254) Dr. Sam Kubba: War is always good for certain companies, I mean that are in the war, the business of war.  E







1) Shiny happy people holding hands  D
2) Shiny happy people holding hands  D
3) Shiny happy people laughing  D
4) Everyone around, love them, love them  A
5) Put it in your hands  A
6) Take it, take it  A
7) There’s no time to cry  A
8) Happy, happy  A
9) Put it in your heart  A
10) Where tomorrow shines  A




2) Look at what’s happened to me  R
3) I can’t believe it myself  R
4) Suddenly I’m on top of the world  R
5) It should’ve been somebody else  R
6) Believe it or not  R
7) I’m walking on air  R
8) Never thought I could be so free  R
9) Flying away on a wing and a prayer  R
10) Who could it be?  R






21) Michael Moore: I didn't realize the Secret Service guards foreign embassies.  A
22) Secret Service: Uh, not usually. No, sir.  R
23) Michael Moore: No, no. Do they give you any trouble?  A
24) The Saudis?  A
25) Secret Service: No comment on that, sir.  R
26) Michael Moore: Oh, okay.  R






1) THIS FILM IS DEDICATED TO 
2) Michael Pedersen, Brett Petriken and all the soldiers from the Flint area who have died in the Iraq war 
3) Bill Weems and the 2,973 who died on 9/11/01 















^1	  I have intentionally left out other conventions, such as “location sound recording, cutaways from a given scene to provide images that illustrate or complicate a point made within the scene” (p. 26), due to the theoretical and practical purpose of the study, which aims to identify the linguistic component of Fahrenheit 9/11 and how this interweaves with the other linguistic variables chosen, i.e. genres and text types. 
^2	  Fairclough (1995: 42) also identifies an educational and informative purpose of documentaries along with their persuasive and entertaining purpose.
^3	  It is worth noticing the lack of theoretical distinction between the two concepts, distinction that I am instead employing, because, as we shall see, it is functional to reply to the other strong critique moved by Widdowson towards CDA assumptions, namely that there is an arbitrary juxtaposition of the semantic and pragmatic meaning of a text (Widdowson, 1995b: 515). 
^4	  Some Media Studies scholars have placed a previous documentary by Moore, Roger & Me (1989), among either the participatory ‘mode’ (Nichols, 2001: 123) or as a hybridisation of the participatory and reflexive ‘modes’ (Orvel, 1994-1995: 10). The ‘modes’ represent the way documentaries are produced and their purpose: the participatory mode entails the participation of the film-maker as interviewer and active social actor of the documentary and aims to “introduce a broader perspective, often one that is historical in nature” (Nichols, 2001: 121). The reflexive mode “sets to readjust the assumption and expectations of its audience, not to add new knowledge to existing categories. [It does not only] acknowledge the way things are but also invoke[s] the way they might become”; moreover, it directly addresses the audience “as the agents who can bridge this gap between what exists and the new forms we can make from it” (Nichols, 2001: 128-130). In respect to Fahrenheit 9/11, I would also add the expository mode among the different modes used: this relies on the ‘voice-of-God’ commentary, the use of images for a supportive purpose and the use of the ‘evidentiary editing’, which “may sacrifice spatial and temporal continuity [if this] help[s to] advance the argument” (Nichols, 2001: 105-107).
^5	  The documentary has been divided into six parts, five of which follow the division by Michael Moore himself in the section ‘The Back-up and Evidence” of The Official Fahrenheit 9/11 Reader (2004). The sixth is resulted from the further division in two parts of what Moore identified as part V: this because two completely different topics were identified, i.e. the ‘terrorist threat’ of part V(i) and the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq in part V(ii).
^6	  All the percentages are reported up to the second decimal number; hence their sum will not always be 100%. 
^7	  For a more detailed justification of this claim, see the description of the narrative and report text types in the next section.
^8	  In one interview in Part II with Jack Cloonan it is possible to see one shoulder and for a few seconds a part of Moore’s face. However, he is not actually shown on the screen as in the other three interviews.
^9	  Nichols (2001: 122) makes the same point, but without considering whether the presence or absence of the interviewer might have an effect on the perception that the audience has of the interviewee.
^10	  I have not included in the visual analysis those interviews with more interviewees shown on the screen, where their position is evidently dictated by reasons of space, and the interviews with the soldiers. Some of the latter have actually been taken from an Australian documentary, Soundtrack to War by George Gittoes who claimed there are at least 17 interviews taken from his documentary. However, since only four of them are easily recognisable and I could not find out which were the others, I excluded them from the visual analysis reported.
^11	  As will be explained in the next section, the naming conventions analysed only regard George W. Bush.
^12	  Whereas the length of the sentences in the whole documentary follows the punctuation used in the Official Fahrenheit 9/11 Reader, the division in 4 sentences of the dedication, not reported in that book, follows the spatial division that appears on the screen.
^13	  It must be noted though that Smith’s main interest is aspect and tense in discourse, therefore she was not referring to any of the linguistic features chosen for the present study when expressing this idea.
^14	  I owe this observation to Dr. Trappes-Lomax.
^15	  Analysis conventions: Naming conventions, epistemic modals, deontic modals, pronouns, agentless structures, lexicon, pre-nominal modifiers, N [narrative], R [report], D [description], E [exposition] and A [argumentation] text types. A space between two sentences means they were not consequentially spoken. Repetitions within the same sentence have not been counted. These conventions do not apply to the examples in the main text where only what was of interest at that specific point of the discussion has been underlined. 
